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Abstract
one of the studies to probe the nature of the early universe : 
constraint on Primordial Magnetic field (PMF) by the analysis of 
CMB bispectrum

PMF can become a source of CMB bispectra generated from 
scalar, vector and tensor-mode perturbations

So far, for simplicity, only the dependence on scalar magnetic 
mode has been considered, despite greater effect of vector one

We compute the contribution of vector mode 
and update bound on the magnitude of PMF
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Primordial Non-Gaussinity (PNG) 

[Komatsu + (2010) : 1001.4538]

❖from observation

in all single-field inflation models

we can probe the nature of 
the early universe through 
constraining on fNL!

❖  from theories

[Creminelli & Zaldarriaga (2004)]

from WMAP-7yr data
cross 
check

on the other hand, large 
PNG can be induced from 
specific models (multifield 
inflation, cosmic string, phase 
transition, ...)

✤contributions of tensor PNG are presented 
from

✤scalar mode
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Primordial Magnetic Field (PMF) : 
one of sources of PNG on scalar, vector 

or tensor perturbation

✦PMF is assumed as 
stochastic Gaussian field :

➡Its Fourier component :✓energy momentum tensor 
(EMT) of PMF : 

Here,
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๏bispectrum of vector 
anisotropic stress

ε(-λ) : divergenceless polarization vector

๏bispectrum of scalar 
isotropic stress

➡EMF bispectrum (∝ B6) is finite value :

➡finite Babcdef induces finite initial bispectrum 
on all modes as
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CMB bispectrum generated from 
all-mode perturbations

λ = ±1,  x = 0 (for Intensity and E-mode pol : X ≡ I,E), 
x = 1 (for B-mode pol : X ≡ B), TX,l : transfer function

✤1-point function 
sourced from vector 
anisotropic stress

details in Appendix

✤1-point function 
sourced from scalar 
isotropic stress 
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The CMB angle-averaged bispectrum of vector PMF 
mode is calculated as

That of scalar mode is derived in the same manner

performing angular integrals and 
summation of Wigner symbols...
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‣B0 < 35nG [T. R. Seshadri & K. Subramanian (2009) : 0902.4006]

‣B0 < O(10)nG [C. Caprini + (2009) : 0903.1420]

Previous works
from the analysis of bispectrum generated from scalar 
isotropic stress, the magnitude of PMF was constrained as

in order to obtain more 
precise bound on PMF, we 
should use vector bispectrum

vector Cl dominates for 
l ~ 1000
☞ vector  bispectrum is 

also expected the 
dominance in small scale

‣[C. Caprini + (2009) : 0811.0230]

scalar PMF vector PMF

tensor PMF

scalar primary
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CMB reduced bispectrum 
of intensity mode for l1 = l2 = l3

vector component of blll dominates at small scale

nB = -2.9, B1Mpc = 4.7nG:

fNL = 5:
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CMB reduced bispectrum of intensity mode 
for l1 = l2 ≠ l3

the shape of vector bispectrum for nB = -2.9 is close 
to the local-type configuration due to blll ∝ l3-2

nB = -2.9, B1Mpc = 4.7nG:

fNL = 5:
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Constraints
๏our bispectrum of magnetic vector mode (nB = -2.9)

๏bispectrum from PNG in the curvature perturbations
VS

‣WMAP : |fNL| < 100 ☞ B1Mpc < 17nG

‣PLANCK : |fNL| < 5 ☞ B1Mpc < 10nG

tighter by factor of two 
than Seshadri + (2009)!!
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Summary
✤we present the CMB bispectrum induced from the 

vector mode of PMFs by taking into account the full 
angular dependence of the bispectrum of magnetic fields

✤we find that

- magnetic vector mode dominates at small scale

- the bispectrum has significant signals on the squeezed 
limit if PMF spectrum is nearly scale invariant

✤we obtain the constraint : B1Mpc < 10nG from the 
expected observational data of PLANCK experiment
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(Appendix) Use of All-sky 
Formalism for the CMB 

Bispectrum Sourced from Vector 
or Tensor non-Gaussianity

‣MS + (2010) : 1003.2096
‣MS + in prep.

based on

“We demonstrate how to compute the CMB vector or 
tensor bispectrum by considering Maldacena’s issue about 
the primordial correlation between two scalars and a 
graviton as a sample calculation.”
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✤Decomposing scalar, vector and tensor perturbations ζ, 
ωa, and γab into each helicity state λ

where εa and eab are polarization vector and tensor defined by  

✤Bispecta are given:

Expanding in terms of spin 
spherical harmonic functions

✤Performing the integral of angular dependencies, we obtain:  

PNG in vector and tensor perturbation
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where Z = S (: scalar), = V (: vector), and = T (: tensor)

✤We find the formulae of CMB bispectra

✤Expand CMB temperature anisotropy and E,B-mode of the 
polarization as 

✤The coefficients are given by

Formulae of the CMB bispectra
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gauge:

✤Single field inflation model (Maldacena 2003)

metric:

Lagrangian:

✤We especially take into 
account ζζ-γ interaction: 

Dividing the action into free parts and interaction parts; 
S=S2+S3+…

✤In  Maldacena’s original paper, coupling constant gtss=ε. 
➡Let us consider g is free parameter as a general case.

As a sample calculation: two scalars - 
one graviton interaction 
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✤Primordial bispectrum has been calculated by Maldacena 2003 

✤We find the CMB 
bispectrum :

nearly flat ~ -0.65

kt=k1+k2+k3

Shape of bispectrum

fNL = 5:
gtss = 5:
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✤For ideal experiment (zero noise)

If S/N > 1, it is needed that 
|gtss| > 6 for l ~ 1000 
[expected PLANCK 
resolution]

cosmic variance
~Cl1Cl2Cl3

Signal-to-noise ratio

By using our formalism, one can estimate 
all-mode bispectra and S/N!!

(                    )2
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